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Abstract

In the design of offshore wind turbines, it is important to make a realistic estimate of

the wind load. This is particularly important for floating wind turbines, having natural

frequencies in a frequency range where the wind loads are high and large turbulent

structures exist. This study shows that turbulence modelling greatly impacts the

response of a 15-MW floating wind turbine. The turbulence models recommended

by the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) are challenged by considering

two additional models: Large Eddy Simulations (LES) and an approach using input

from offshore wind measurements (TIMESR). The two standard models, the Kaimal

spectrum with IEC coherence model (Kaimal) and the Mann spectral tensor model

(Mann), differ in their coherence formulation. This results in higher standard devia-

tions for the surge and pitch motions, and lower for the yaw motion, when applying

Kaimal in comparison to Mann. For the specific floater of this study, more damage is

obtained in the mooring lines when applying Kaimal. Applying the more realistic

models, LES and TIMESR, increases the range of response further, concluding that

the two standard turbulence models may lead to incorrect estimations of the

response of a floating wind turbine. LES and TIMESR take atmospheric stability into

account, which is proven to alter the response significantly.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Several recent reports1–3 point towards energy from offshore wind as a key resource in the future renewable energy market. The cost of energy

from offshore wind has been reduced significantly over the last years, and this trend is expected to continue. A key to this cost reduction is the

development of larger wind turbines with corresponding large rotors. Rotor diameters in excess of 200 m are now state of art. The availability of

shallow water areas with good wind conditions is limited; however, worldwide huge deep-water areas suited for floating wind turbines are

available. Thus, the understanding of the dynamic behaviour of wind turbines on floating support structures is important.

For large rotors, a good understanding of the wind induced loads is important to obtain proper estimates of the dynamics of the support

structure and the corresponding fatigue damage. The wind industry relies upon standards from, for example, the International Electrotechnical

Commission4–6 (IEC) for wind turbine design. These standards recommend two simplistic turbulence models for estimating wind loads over

periods between minutes and hours. These models are the Kaimal wind spectrum7 combined with an exponential coherence model, in the
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following referred to as ‘Kaimal’, and the Mann spectral tensor model,8 in the following referred to as ‘Mann’. More complex models like Large

Eddy Simulations (LES) are able to create wind fields in a more realistic manner. Their large disadvantage, however, is the additional computational

effort required. An additional option is to use wind time series and coherence as obtained from measurements. Here, the challenge is to construct

a complete wind field from a few point measurements. A procedure for this is implemented in the method referred to as ‘TIMESR’ by TurbSim.9

A previous study by Nybø et al.10 shows that the turbulent characteristics of the Kaimal, Mann, LES and TIMESR wind fields vary significantly.

The coherent structures over the rotor plane are modelled differently. In contrast to Kaimal and Mann, TIMESR and LES can take atmospheric

stability into account when modelling the eddies of the wind fields. In TIMESR, coherence estimates obtained from measured time series in

various atmospheric stability conditions may be fitted to a coherence model and used in the generation of eddies. A stable atmosphere is typically

characterised by low turbulence levels, high variation of wind speed with height and small eddies. An unstable atmosphere, on the other hand, has

higher turbulence levels, lower variation of wind speed with height and large long-lasting coherent structures. In the North Sea, stable conditions

are typically obtained in summer, when warm air is transported over cold sea. Similarly, unstable conditions are typically obtained during winter

when cold wind blows over warm sea.

The differences in wind characteristics across turbulence models impact the dynamic response of offshore wind turbines. The variation of

wind speed over the rotor is greater for larger wind turbines, typically placed offshore, than for small onshore wind turbines developed decades

ago. With larger offshore wind turbines, it becomes more important to model these wind variations correctly. Nybø et al.,11 evaluated the

differences in response of a large bottom-fixed wind turbine using Kaimal, Mann, LES and TIMESR wind fields. Significant differences were found

in the response, even in wind fields with similar wind speeds and turbulence levels at hub height. It was found that differences in coherent

structures have large impact on differences in response for all atmospheric stability conditions. Coherent wind fields cause, for example, larger

tower bottom fore-aft bending moments, while less coherent wind fields cause larger tower yaw bending moments.

Nybø et al.11 found that the differences in response of using the different turbulence models are mainly seen at frequencies below 0.1 Hz.

Most of the energy in the wind spectra and most of the large coherent structures are present in this frequency region. In contrast to bottom-fixed

wind turbines, studied by Nybø et al.,11 floating wind turbines have natural frequencies at low frequencies. The natural frequencies of the floater

motions surge, pitch and heave have major impact on the response of a floater. As these natural frequencies are found in the low-frequency

region where the wind load is high and the modelling of coherent structures varies significantly across turbulence models, even larger differences

in response are expected when using different wind fields for floating wind turbines. The impact of turbulence models on the dynamic response

of floating wind turbines is documented by previous studies.12–18

In the present study, the differences in response of using Kaimal, Mann, TIMESR and LES are evaluated in terms of standard deviation (STD)

of the motions of the support structure. Further, the damage equivalent load (DEL) in the upper part of the most heavily loaded mooring line is

computed. The differences in STD of motions and DEL obtained using the various wind fields are evaluated in various wind speeds and atmo-

spheric stability conditions. In order to properly understand the origin of the differences, the impact of wind shear, turbulence level and especially

coherence on response is tested for the specific structure.

In comparison to the previous studies mentioned above, a larger wind turbine is analysed in the present study. The IEA 15-MW19 has a rotor

size which is expected to be relevant for commercial scale in a few years. This turbine together with the Windcrete20 spar foundation is analysed

in the present study. Using both turbulence models recommended by the standard, an LES model and a model based on measurements for floater

response comparisons, also makes this study unique in comparison to the previous studies mentioned above. Last, the present study uniquely

supports its conclusions by a thorough analysis of the impact of specific wind characteristics on floating wind turbine response.

2 | DATA AND METHODS

In the following, the wind fields used in this study, TIMESR, Kaimal, Mann and LES, are introduced. Basic equations and principles are given in

order to compare these wind fields in various stability and wind speed situations. The differences in wind fields are analysed by the turbulence

intensity and wind spectrum at hub and coherence over a distance in the order of the rotor diameter.

Furthermore, the offshore wind turbine in consideration is introduced together with the simulation software and corresponding simulation

choices. The response parameters and statistical parameters of the response analysis are defined.

2.1 | Wind fields

The TIMESR, Kaimal, Mann and LES wind fields are all simulated for situations covering three wind speeds and three stability conditions. The main

wind characteristics of these situations and other main specifics of the domain are covered in Table 1. The three wind speed situations are run in

neutral conditions, which Kaimal and Mann are originally intended for. The three situations of different atmospheric stability are run at just above

rated wind speed where the wind turbine experiences high loads.
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The mean wind speed in the mean wind direction, u, together with the STD, σu, defines the turbulence intensity, TI, by

TI¼ σu
u
: ð1Þ

u and TI are referred to hub height in the following. TI is calculated from 1-Hz data averaged over 10 min. The wind profile is defined by the

power law exponent, α, in Table 1, which is given by Equation (2).

uðzÞ¼ uref
z
zref

� �α

: ð2Þ

u is the mean wind speed at height z, and uref is the wind speed at a reference height, zref. The power law exponents are calculated from mean

wind speeds at 40 and 80 m. The atmospheric stability condition is given by the Obukhov length,21 L, in Table 1. It relates buoyancy and shear

effects in the generation of turbulence, and is given by Equation (3).

L¼ �θvu3∗

kg w0θ0
� �

s

: ð3Þ

θv is the virtual potential temperature, u∗ is the friction velocity defined by Equation (4), k is the von Karman constant, g is the gravitational

constant, w0θ0
� �

s
is the surface vertical kinematic eddy heat flux and u0, v0 and w0 are the longitudinal, lateral and vertical velocity fluctuations,

respectively.

u2∗ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
u0w02þv0w02

q
: ð4Þ

The Obukhov length is calculated with a reference height 40 m above sea level. In accordance with van Wijk et al.,22 the atmosphere is

considered near-neutral when the absolute value of the Obukhov length is above 1000, that is, low effect of buoyancy. A negative value closer to

zero corresponds to an unstable atmosphere, while a positive value closer to zero corresponds to a stable atmosphere. The LES wind field at

7 m/s is not neutral according to these limits. The Obukhov length is rather low as a positive surface heat flux had to be added in order to achieve

an acceptable turbulence intensity. This case is still considered neutral in the current study, as the absolute value of the Obukhov length is far

from zero.

The TIMESR and Kaimal wind fields are generated by Turbsim,9 Mann by the DTU Mann generator23 and LES by SOWFA.24 A short

description of the generation of the different wind fields is summarized under ‘Response analysis’ in Table 2. The coherence, which is referred to

TABLE 1 Summary of wind field characteristics

7 m/s
13 m/s

18 m/s
Neutral Stable Neutral Unstable Neutral

Mean wind speed at 135 m 7.4–7.5 m/s 12.9–13.0 m/s 12.5 m/s 12.6 m/s 17.7–18.1 m/s

Turbulence intensity at 135 m 3.6–5.7% 2.0–2.8% 3.0–5.9% 5.5–6.1% 4.6–6.6 %

Power law exponent 0.04 0.2 0.05–0.06 0.02–0.03 0.06

Obukhov length (TIMESR & LES) �1107 & �798 158 & 86 2753 & �1049 �451 & �56 2051 & �1208

All

Grid size horizontally and vertically 4.2 m

Domain size horizontally and vertically 264.6 m

Simulation time 1 h

Time step 0.1 s

Note: The ranges given for mean wind speed and TI are the ranges obtained in analysing the generated wind fields. The stable and unstable Mann and

Kaimal wind fields should be considered as neutral flows with TI and wind profiles adapted to the given stability, and thus, the Obukhov lengths are not

given for these wind fields. The resolution and domain of LES are originally larger than indicated in this table, but interpolations are performed in order to

compare at the same grounds.
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in this table, describes the frequency dependent correlation between two time series separated in space. Spatial coherence in all directions is

present in all the wind fields considered. In the results of this study, only the real part of the coherence of the along wind component, the

uu-co-coherence, is presented; thus, any reference to coherence corresponds to this parameter. It is given by Equation (5), where Sii and Sjj are

one-sided auto-spectra of the wind velocities at two different positions, i and j, and Sij is the cross spectrum between these two.

ReðγÞ¼Re
Sijffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
SiiSjj

p
 !

: ð5Þ

Sonic anemometer measurements from the offshore mast FINO1,25,26 located in the North Sea close to Germany, are used to generate

the various wind fields according to Table 3. In TIMESR, the time series from three point measurements separated vertically are used directly. The

Davenport coherence model (Equation 6) is used, where C is the decay coefficient obtained from measurements, f is the frequency, δ is the

separation distance between the two points considered and um is the mean wind speed between them.

γ¼ exp �C
fδ
um

� �
: ð6Þ

The Davenport model is a very simple model for estimating coherence. It is still found to fit well to measurements of the uu-coherence at

FINO1 as shown by Cheynet et al.27 and exemplified by Nybø et al.10 The TIMESR model is the only model of this study taking measurements

into account in the estimation of coherence. The mean wind speeds, TI and power law coefficients, used as inputs in Kaimal and Mann, vary with

the different wind speed and stability situations. The Kaimal and Mann wind fields are in this study generated according to the IEC standard4;

thus, the coherent structures do not depend on atmospheric stability. It is possible to fit input parameters of these models to different

TABLE 2 Summary of simulated wind fields

Method Description Seeds

Response analysis

TIMESR Wind spectra interpolated in space and Davenport coherence model 6/case

Kaimal Kaimal wind spectrum and IEC exponential coherence model 6/case

Mann Mann wind spectrum and coherence model 6/case

LES Computational fluid dynamics 1/case

Wind characteristics test (just above rated wind speed)

Uniform No wind shear or turbulence 1

Wind shear No turbulence, but wind shear similar to Kaimala neutral wind field 1

Fully coherent TS from hub height of Kaimala neutral wind field 1

Horizontally coherent TS from horizontal centre of Kaimala neutral wind field repeated horizontally 1

Vertically coherent TS from vertical centre of Kaimala neutral wind field repeated vertically (+shear) 1

Negative coherence Kaimal spectrum with Re½γy� from Equation (7), with C1 = 4π, C2 = 5 and C3 = 0.035 6

Neg. coh. = 0 Same as ‘Negative coherence’ but Re½γy�<0 replaced by 0 6

Neg. coh = pos. coh. Same as ‘Negative coherence’ but Re½γy�<0 replaced by positive equivalent 6

aRefers to the Kaimal wind spectrum and IEC exponential coherence model.

Note: TS = time series, case = wind speed and stability situation, neg. = negative, pos. = positive, coh. = coherence.

TABLE 3 Inputs to TIMESR, Kaimal, Mann and LES turbulence models

Method Inputs

TIMESR Wind speed time series, profile coefficients and Davenport coherence parameters from measurements

Kaimal Mean wind speed, TI and power law coefficient from TIMESR

Mann Mean wind speed, TI and power law coefficient from TIMESR

LES Atmospheric input conditions giving similar stability, wind speed profile and TI to TIMESR
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atmospheric stability conditions, but this is not an inherent part of the models. Detailed information about the wind fields may be found in Nybø

et al.10 The wind fields of the present study are generated in a similar manner but for a larger domain customized to a larger wind turbine.

In order to see the isolated effects of wind shear, turbulence and coherence on the response of the 15-MW floating wind turbine, the wind

fields under ‘Wind characteristics test’ of Table 2 are simulated. The impact of coherence is tested in detail, covering the impact of low/high

positive coherence, horizontal/vertical separation distance and negative/zero/positive coherence. The wind fields of the two first rows of ‘Wind

characteristics test’ of Table 2 are generated in OpenFAST28 (see Section 2.2), the wind fields of rows 3–5 from a Kaimal wind field (Kaimal wind

spectrum and IEC exponential coherence model) and the wind fields of rows 6–8 from the principles outlined by Cheynet et al.29

Cheynet et al. propose the relation given by Equation (7) for the co-coherence, where δy is a horizontal separation direction and the Cs are

decay coefficients. As observed from the expression, the co-coherence becomes negative at certain frequencies. Using the Cs of Table 2, the

negative coherence corresponds well with the results of Mann's formulation. The coherence formulation given by Equation (7) is only used to

evaluate the impact of negative coherence in the present study.

Re½γy� ¼ cos C1
fδy
u

� �
exp �

δy

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðC2fÞ2þC2

3

q
u

0
@

1
A: ð7Þ

In Nybø et al.,11 the impact of the imaginary part of the coherence, the quad-coherence, on response was thoroughly investigated. A similar

test is performed for the floater of the present study. As in Nybø et al.,11 negligible effects of quad-coherence are observed; thus, the details of

these results are omitted from the following discussion.

It was found in Nybø et al.11 that six 1-h realizations of the wind fields are needed. The different realizations are obtained by picking random

seed numbers in generating random phases for the velocity time series. Still, LES is only run with one seed due to the computational effort

required. Some of the wind characteristics test methods are also run with only one seed. This is because their characteristics differ distinctively;

thus, statistical certainty is achieved in the corresponding response comparisons even when only one realization is used.

The wind spectra of varying wind speeds and stability conditions are shown in Figure 1. The wind spectra are estimated using Welch's

algorithm30 with a Hamming window, six segments, and 50% overlapping. For all cases, the Kaimal and Mann wind spectra are almost identical to

each other. This is according to expectations as the Mann inputs are found by a fit to the Kaimal spectrum according to the IEC-61400.4 The

figure furthermore shows that TIMESR has high energy levels at the very lowest frequencies in most cases. One-hour measured wind time series

are used as input to TIMESR. The wind spectra of the measured wind speeds at 40-, 60- and 80-m elevation are reproduced by TIMESR. At the

reference height, 80 m, also the time series is reproduced. The measurements may have large scale fluctuations even though the chosen time

series are considered stationary based on the criteria given in Nybø et al.26 These criteria define stationarity based on the linear trends and

moving statistics of the time series. The lower limit of frequency considered in the spectral figures is 0.0017 Hz. This corresponds to a block

length in the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of approximately 10 min. Using a longer block length in the FFT, the extreme values observed at

0.0017 Hz are moved to even lower frequencies, but the same trends are observed. The upper limit is chosen at 0.05 Hz as the highest energy

levels are present below this limit. The energy levels increase from low to high wind speeds and stable to unstable situations for all wind fields

(note the different scales).

F IGURE 1 Wind spectra at hub height. Top plots, from left to right: 7, 13 and 18 m/s, all neutral stability conditions. Bottom plots, from left
to right: stable, neutral and unstable stability conditions, all 13 m/s. PSD = power spectral densities, N. = neutral
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Table 1 shows a range of TI for each wind speed and stability situation. All situations have TI that are typical for the given wind speed and

stability at FINO1.10 The chosen unstable situation has a rather low TI in comparison to other unstable situations with a wind speed of about

13 m/s but still typical. Situations with very high TI tend to be non-stationary and are therefore disregarded. The LES wind fields have TI far below

the TIMESR, Kaimal and Mann wind fields. It was a challenge to achieve desired TI especially in the neutral situations of LES. The TI is an output

rather than input of LES. The obtained TI is sensitive to the surface roughness and surface heat flux. These parameters were tuned to obtain the

desired TI and still satisfying the criteria of a neutral stability and desired wind shear. In reality, neutral atmospheric stability conditions rarely

exist. It is often a brief period of time as the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) transitions from one stability to another. The assumptions of a

‘canonical’ LES applied in this study do not hold in such a transitional state. These assumptions are flow in quasi-equilibrium state, driving pres-

sure gradient constant with height, horizontally homogeneous flow and flow over waves represented by flow over a flat very low roughness wall.

As limited information is available from FINO1, the reasons for high TI in neutral conditions are uncertain, and the corresponding atmospheric

input conditions to LES are limited. This explains the large differences in TI between LES and the other wind fields in the neutral situations, which

are also reflected in the wind spectra.

The coherence of a vertical and horizontal separation distance of 168 m (0.7 rotor diameters) is shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively. The

coherence typically starts off at a high value for low frequencies, decaying towards 0 with increasing frequencies. At frequencies higher than the

maximum value in the figures (0.05 Hz), the decay continues. The coherence of distances between the radius and the diameter of the rotor is

expected to be highly relevant for response. With smaller separation distances, the curves of Figures 2 and 3 are stretched towards higher

frequencies. The same stretching is seen for increasing wind speed, shown by higher coherence at higher frequencies for 18 than 7 m/s. The

F IGURE 2 Vertical coherence of 0.7 D (168 m). The coherence of the wind fields of various atmospheric stability conditions are all shown in
the mid figure. The coherence of Kaimal and Mann is independent of stability. The solid blue line lies on top of the dotted blue line. N. = neutral

F IGURE 3 Horizontal coherence of 0.7 D (168 m). The coherence of the wind fields of various atmospheric stability conditions are all shown
in the mid figure. The coherence of Kaimal and Mann is independent of stability. The solid blue line lies on top of the dotted blue line.
N. = neutral
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coherence increases from stable to unstable atmospheric conditions. This is especially clear for LES, where the stable situation has close to zero

coherence in the whole frequency range. The coherence of the neutral 13 m/s TIMESR wind field is close to the unstable. The stable TIMESR

situation has significantly lower coherence than the neutral and unstable situations, but it starts off at unity. This is an assumption and a limitation

of the Davenport coherence model used in TIMESR. Kaimal and Mann are independent of atmospheric stability. In contrast to the observations of

the wind spectra (Figure 1), significant differences between these two models are observed in the vertical and horizontal coherence (Figures 2

and 3). Mann has a much lower coherence than Kaimal, even negative at some frequencies. This difference is larger with horizontal separation

distance. In fact, the coherence of Kaimal and TIMESR are independent on the direction of the separation distance, while significant differences

are observed both for Mann and LES. To sum up, the coherence of TIMESR and LES in the stable situation is low. In fact, LES and especially Mann

have low coherence in all situations except LES in the unstable situation. The coherence of TIMESR neutral, TIMESR unstable and Kaimal are

intermediate and rather similar.

2.2 | Structure and response characteristics considered

The wind turbine structure used in this study corresponds to the IEA 15-MW reference turbine19 supported by the WindCrete floater,20 as shown

in Figure 4. The rotor diameter is 240 m and the rated wind speed is 10.59 m/s. More information on the rotor specifics is found in

Gaertner et al.19 The WindCrete floater is a 155-m-deep spar structure made from concrete. It has three main mooring lines with delta

connections towards the floater. The design is carried out for a Gran Canaria site with a water depth of 200 m. The natural periods with a passive

rotor are found to be about 78 s for surge and sway, 42 s for pitch and roll, 34 s for heave and 11 s for yaw. The IEA 15-MW reference tower has

been replaced by a concrete tower with a hub height of 135 m in the WindCrete design.

NREL's Reference OpenSource Controller (ROSCO32) with variable speed torque control below rated wind speed and collective blade pitch

control (constant torque) above rated wind speed is used. The proportional and integral gains of the pitch controller are tuned by the

Ziegler–Nichols method33 for the specific structure in order to avoid instabilities in the platform pitch motion. This is a simplistic approach for

handling possible dynamic instabilities of the floater motions. More advanced controller options are discussed in, for example, Skaare et al.34,35

The signals are filtered prior to input to the controller. The period of the second-order low-pass filter used is 14 s. The controller is thus active at

all natural periods important for response but does not react on wave induced motions. Due to the simplistic control system, some unexpected

fluctuations in power appear when the wind turbine is subject to turbulent wind. These fluctuations are, however, not considered to influence the

computed motion responses to any significant degree. The 13 m/s wind speed case is close to rated wind speed. However, throughout the simula-

tions, a constant torque is observed, proving that the controller is staying in the ‘above rated state’. More information on the controller used,

hydrodynamics, mooring system and tower are found in Mahfouz et al.20

The aero-hydro-servo-elastic tool OpenFAST28 is used for analysing the response of the wind turbine. The various wind fields are used as

inputs to this software. In the LES, the three velocity components are stored at an yz-plane (x = constant) each time step. The stored velocity time

series are subsequently transformed to a ‘wind-box’ on ‘Mann-format’ to be read by OpenFAST. The aerodynamic loads on the structure are

calculated by the blade element momentum theory. The simulations are run for 3800 s. The first 200 s are discarded to remove transient effects.

A time step of 0.01 s is used.

In this work, the focus is on floater specific response, more specifically on mooring line tensions and rigid body motions of the floater. Only

the dynamic response is analysed in the results section; thus, any reference to response corresponds to dynamic response. Mean motions and

mean tensions are only included in response probability distributions. The same trends are seen in the tensions of the six bridle lines and the three

F IGURE 4 Scheme of the Windcrete model, including rigid body motions and mooring layout31
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mooring lines. The tension is largest at the connection point between the bridles and the mooring line in front of the wind turbine in the mean

wind direction (green dot of Figure 4); thus, this tension is presented in the following. Godvik16 found strong similarities in bridle tension and yaw

motion. In our results, the yaw motion is dominated by quasi-static loads (i.e., loads at frequencies well below the natural frequencies), while the

bridle tensions are dominated by the surge and in some cases the pitch natural frequencies. The bridle tensions are not studied any further. The

focus of this study is furthermore on the largest platform motions: surge and pitch. The yaw motion is also studied as this motion is expected to

be strongly impacted by differences in wind characteristics across turbulence models. The considered motions are illustrated in Figure 4.

The floating wind turbine response subject to the various wind fields is evaluated in terms of DEL of the mooring line and STD of the platform

motions. The DEL, Req, is given by

Req ¼ ΣiðRm
i niÞ

neq

� �1=m

ð8Þ

where Ri is the amplitude of the time series, ni the number of cycles and neq the equivalent number of response cycles for an equivalent frequency

of 1 Hz in this case. The Wöhler exponent, m, for the mooring line made of chain is assumed to be 3, corresponding to steel. For more information

on the procedure for determining DEL, see Nybø et al.11

Figure 5 shows the probability distributions of the platform motions and the mooring line tension for the neutral 13 m/s situation.

The distributions are all close to Gaussian. A mean surge motion of about 7 m and a mean pitch motion of about 2.7� are observed. The

standard deviations of surge and pitch are 0.3–0.9 m and 0.15–0.35� in this case. The mean yaw motion is close to zero with a standard deviation

of 0.15–0.3�.

As the focus of this study is to analyse the impact of various wind fields on response, the wind turbine simulations are run without

waves and current. In agreement with Mahfouz et al.,20 the impact of the hydrodynamic forces on the wind turbine structure was found to

be small in comparison to the aerodynamic forces. Mahfouz et al. explain this by low hydrodynamic forces on their chosen location, a large

wind turbine and large inertia of the physical system. Waves may still cause local forces and fatigue of some components in extreme

conditions. Non-linear wave excitation loads and coupled wind-wave effects may excite loads at lower frequencies than the primary wave

frequencies. These non-linear load effects are assumed small compared to the direct wind loads on the turbine and are not considered in

this work.

In order to analyse the origin of the differences in computed STD and DEL obtained by the different wind formulations, the response spectra

are studied. In the response spectra shown, the frequency range is limited to 0–0.05 Hz. As mentioned in Section 1, the natural frequencies of

surge, pitch and heave have major impact on the response of a floating wind turbine. These frequencies are all well within the 0- to 0.05-Hz range.

The quasi-static response is also expected to be highest in this range, considering the large amplitudes of the wind loading at low frequencies

F IGURE 5 Response distribution of platform motions and mooring line tension in the neutral 13 m/s situation
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(Figure 1). Higher frequencies than 0.05 Hz are therefore considered to have minor impact on the damage and motions of the specific floating

wind turbine of this study.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following, the differences in the floating wind turbine response from using TIMESR, Kaimal, Mann or LES input wind fields are analysed in

detail. First, the effect of wind shear, turbulence and especially variations of coherence on the response is studied. Findings of this wind character-

istics test are taken into consideration when comparing the response of using TIMESR, Kaimal, Mann or LES.

3.1 | Wind characteristics test

Figures 6 and 7 show the impact of various wind characteristics on response, using the wind fields under ‘Wind characteristics test’ in Table 2.

They also clearly show which frequencies are important for the various motions and the mooring line tension considered in this study. As

expected, the natural frequencies of surge and pitch are dominant for the platform surge and pitch motions, respectively. Additionally, the

quasi-static load has some impact on the platform surge and pitch motions. Typically for a spar platform, the natural frequency of pitch is also

important for the surge motion. The surge-pitch coupling is explained by the vertical position of the point of reference for surge being at the mean

sea level, not at the centre of rotation of the platform. The centre of rotation, defined as the vertical position with minimum horizontal

displacement, is typically far below the sea level for a spar platform. The location depends upon the external loading and is in most cases close to

the centre of gravity. For the structure analysed in the present study, the centre of rotation is approximately 82 m below sea level. The computed

mooring line tension shows no peak at the pitch natural frequency but is totally dominated by the surge natural frequency. This is explained by

the fact that the mooring lines are attached to the hull at 90 m below sea level, that is, close to the centre of rotation. In contrast to the three

responses mentioned, the natural frequencies matter less for platform yaw response, which is dominated by quasi-static response.

In the spectra of the platform surge and pitch motions (top plots of Figures 6 and 7), peaks are observed at a lower frequency than expected

from the pitch decay test. The pitch decay test is performed by giving the structure an initial pitch displacement of 10� and releasing it without

any external forces acting. Similar decay tests were performed while the wind turbine was operating. Uniform wind fields of a few constant wind

speeds were used. The results are illustrated in Figure 8. An increased period of oscillation is observed when the turbine is acting, in particular

F IGURE 6 Response spectra showing the impact of wind shear, turbulence and positive coherence on platform motions and mooring line
tension. The red lines (Uniform shear) lie on top of the dark blue (Uniform). The vertical lines denoted surge, heave and pitch show the
corresponding natural frequencies for these modes from OpenFAST decay tests. PSD = power spectral densities
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close to the rated wind speed. To investigate this phenomenon further, OpenFAST simulations with uniform wind fields of harmonic

oscillatory wind speeds were performed. Mean wind speeds of 7 and 13 m/s were used. The wind speed was varied harmonically with an

amplitude of 1 m/s. The period of oscillation was varied between 40 and 50 s in steps of 0.5 s. For 7 m/s mean wind speed, maximum pitch

response was obtained for a period of oscillation of 40.5 s, while for 13 m/s, the period of maximum pitch response was 48 s, confirming the

trends of Figure 8. Our results are in accordance with Souza and Bachynski,36 who explain the increased pitch natural period by an apparent iner-

tia and damping effects induced by the thrust force on the wind turbine. The sensitivity of pitch natural period to wind speed proves the impor-

tance of performing coupled analysis in the design of wind turbines. In the spectra of the platform yaw motion (bottom right plots of Figures 6

and 7), a peak is observed at the roll natural frequency. The roll natural frequency is almost identical to the pitch natural frequency obtained at

zero wind speed. The observed yaw motion at this frequency is thus due to a roll–yaw coupling.

Comparing steady, uniform wind fields with and without shear, it is found that the wind shear has negligible impact on the surge and pitch

motions and the mooring line tension. However, adding the wind shear approximately doubles the STD of the yaw motion. This is due to

increased roll motion at the natural frequency. As the responses are small, this effect is not visible in Figure 6. The combination of blade rotation

and wind shear force in the rotor plane causes higher STD of roll. Consequently, the centre of the rotor plane deviates from the tower axis, caus-

ing higher STD of yaw. The extreme increase of yaw STD described above is observed only with no turbulence present. The effect of wind shear

in a turbulent wind field was investigated further by comparing the response of using a Mann input wind field with a power law coefficient of

0.06 and 0. The differences in roll and yaw STD were less than 1%. Consequently, no impact of the minor differences in wind shear in the turbu-

lent wind fields Kaimal, Mann, TIMESR and LES is expected on response.

F IGURE 7 Response spectra showing the impact of negative coherence on platform motions and mooring line tension. The red lines lie on
top of the blue for surge and mooring. The vertical lines denoted surge, heave and pitch show the corresponding natural frequencies for these
modes from OpenFAST decay tests. PSD = power spectral densities

F IGURE 8 Pitch decay periods with various incident wind speeds
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Figure 6 shows that higher turbulence levels cause higher energy levels in the complete frequency range, as was found for a bottom-fixed

wind turbine in Nybø et al.11 Without any turbulence (Uniform and Uniform shear), any significant response is only seen at the natural frequencies

of the system. Based on this, the variations in turbulence levels between TIMESR, Kaimal, Mann and LES (see, e.g., TI intervals in Table 1) are

expected to influence response.

A completely coherent wind field (Fully coherent) causes higher surge and pitch motions and corresponding mooring line tension compared

to a more realistic wind field like Kaimal (keep in mind that Kaimal refers to the Kaimal wind spectrum and IEC exponential coherence model). This

is especially clear for the motions at the pitch natural frequency, dominant for the pitch motion. A fully coherent wind field causes increased total

loads on the rotor and correspondingly large pitch motions. The platform pitch STD is 84% higher when using the fully coherent wind field in

comparison to Kaimal, while the surge STD is 38% higher and the mooring DEL 27% higher. The same trends were seen for the tower base of the

bottom-fixed wind turbine in Nybø et al.11 The surge and pitch motions and the mooring line tension are independent of the direction of

coherence. The global pitch motion is dominated by the thrust force times the distance between the rotor centre and the water line rather than

the local force distribution over the rotor disc. Considering local response, such as the tower top damage equivalent bending moment, the vertical

distribution of forces over the rotor disc is the key driver. Thus, the vertical coherence is an important parameter. This expectation is confirmed

for a bottom-fixed wind turbine in Nybø et al.11 The dynamic yaw motion increases significantly with less coherence, especially less horizontal

coherence. As seen in Nybø et al.,11 a wind field with low coherence and corresponding large local forces over the rotor causes high local

moments. Specifically, we see the same behaviour in the yaw motions of the floater and the tower yaw moment of the bottom-fixed wind turbine.

The impact of coherence on response described above is illustrated in a simplified manner in Figure 9.

When using a wind field containing negative coherence in some frequency range, the surge and pitch motions and the mooring line tension

are lower in comparison to using a wind field where this negative coherence is replaced by 0 or its positive equivalent; see Figure 7. For frequen-

cies higher than about 0.03 Hz, the same trend is seen for the platform yaw motion, but at lower frequencies, negative coherence causes higher

energy levels. Again, the same trends are seen for the tower yaw moment of Nybø et al.,11 and the yaw motions of the floater considered in the

present study.

3.2 | Impact of turbulence model on floater response

In the following, the differences in floater response by using TIMESR, Kaimal, Mann and LES are evaluated. Figure 10 summarizes these

differences in terms of STD of the surge, pitch and yaw motions and DEL of the mooring line tension. As expected, the surge and pitch STD and

F IGURE 9 Illustration of the impact of coherence on platform motions STD and mooring line DEL. Different colours represent uncorrelated
eddies. Case A illustrates a case where there is large coherence in the vertical direction over a length scale similar to the rotor diameter; that is,
the dynamic wind speed is similar over this length scale. In the horizontal direction, the coherence is assumed to be lower, causing uncorrelated
variations in the wind speed between the two sides of the rotor disc. In case B, large coherence in the horizontal direction is assumed, while there
are uncorrelated variations in the wind speed in the vertical direction. In case C, the flow is assumed coherent over most of the rotor disc. As
indicated in the table, the three cases excite the different modes of motion differently
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mooring line DEL are largest close to the rated wind speed for most wind fields. The STD of the yaw motion, on the other hand, increases with

wind speed. Also as expected, stable atmospheric conditions, with corresponding low TI, lead to lower STD and DEL. The trends across turbulence

models are similar for the surge and pitch motions and the mooring line tension. When using, for example, the Mann wind field, these are rela-

tively low, while the STD of the yaw motion is rather high. Based on the findings of the wind characteristics test, this indicates that coherence

plays an important role. Figure 10 furthermore shows that the response of using the LES wind fields is low in most situations. This may rather be

a consequence of a lower turbulence level. The origin of the differences in floater response by using TIMESR, Kaimal, Mann and LES is discussed

further in the following. These results are summarized in Figure 11.

Taking a closer look at the surge motions, TIMESR leads to the highest STD for all wind speeds in neutral atmospheric conditions. A similar

trend is seen in the stable situation, while the LES wind field leads to highest STD in the unstable situation. These trends are reflected in the

response spectra of Figure 12. At the natural frequency of surge, having major impact on the motions, Kaimal and TIMESR cause relatively high

energy levels for all situations. The high PSD of using these two in comparison to Mann and LES is expected to be related to the differences in

coherence between the wind fields. As observed in Section 3.1, high coherence is expected to cause high surge response at the surge natural

F IGURE 10 Standard deviations (STD) and damage equivalent loads (DEL) of response time series for three wind speeds (top plots) and three
atmospheric stability conditions (bottom plots). N. = neutral, Un. = unstable, St. = stable. Mann unstable yaw is at the same value as LES

F IGURE 11 Summary of response (left) and wind characteristics causing this response (right) of using TIMESR, Kaimal, Mann and LES wind

fields. Relevant wind speed and atmospheric stability situations are marked in the middle. For example, the surge STD, pitch STD and mooring
line DEL of TIMESR are high for all wind speeds in neutral stability conditions due to high coherence and high energy levels of the wind spectra.
γ = coherence, (�) = negative, PSD = power spectral densities
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frequency. Figures 2 and 3 show that the coherence of TIMESR and Kaimal are high in most situations, while the coherence of Mann is low. The

differences between Kaimal and Mann in the present study are consistent with the findings of Eliassen and Bachynski.14,15 They also explain the

high surge response of using Kaimal by the more uniform forcing over the rotor. The low coherence of TIMESR in the stable situation is also

reflected by a lower response at the surge natural frequency.

The quasi-static response impacts the surge STD as well, especially for the low wind speed (top left plot of Figure 12). At these low frequen-

cies, there are clear similarities between the response spectra and the wind spectra, where the TIMESR wind fields generally have high energy

levels. These high energy levels correspond to large variations in the mean wind speed or non-stationary conditions. The stationary turbulence

models defined by the IEC standard, Mann and Kaimal, are not able to reproduce these large scale fluctuations. They are originally intended for

small onshore wind turbines with high natural frequencies in comparison to floating wind turbines. In the design of onshore wind turbines, shorter

time series are thus required in order to evaluate the dynamic response. Typically, 10-min time series are used for onshore wind turbine design,

while 1-h or even longer time series are required for floating wind turbine design. The longer the time series, the more large scale fluctuations are

seen in observations. The high energy levels at very low frequencies in the TIMESR wind fields, and corresponding high energy levels in the surge

motion at similar frequencies, show that large scale fluctuations should be modelled in input wind fields. This is as mentioned not possible by the

turbulence models defined by the IEC standard. Available options for representing large scale fluctuations are, for example, the TIMESR model

used in the present study, adding large scale fluctuations to the standard Kaimal and Mann models, or LES with configurations allowing for large

F IGURE 12 Platform surge motions of the floating wind turbine. Top plots, from left to right: 7, 13 and 18 m/s, all neutral stability
conditions. Bottom plots, from left to right: stable, neutral and unstable stability conditions, all 13 m/s. The vertical lines denoted surge, heave
and pitch show the corresponding natural frequencies for these modes from OpenFAST decay tests. PSD = power spectral densities, N. = neutral

F IGURE 13 Platform pitch motions of the floating wind turbine. Top plots, from left to right: 7, 13 and 18 m/s, all neutral stability conditions.
Bottom plots, from left to right: stable, neutral and unstable stability conditions, all 13 m/s. The vertical lines denoted surge, heave and pitch
show the corresponding natural frequencies for these modes from OpenFAST decay tests. PSD = power spectral densities, N. = neutral
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scale fluctuations. As shown by Nybø et al.,37 the input parameters of the Mann model may also be fitted to observations in order to approach

the high energy levels of the TIMESR wind spectra and corresponding response.

The LES wind fields have high coherence and high energy levels in the unstable situation, which is also reflected by a higher surge STD in

Figure 10. In most other situations, the coherence and particularly TI of the LES wind fields are very low, which cause low energy levels for all

frequencies.

Figure 10 shows that the same trends are seen for the pitch and surge motions. The STD of TIMESR and Kaimal is in most cases high, while

the STD of Mann and LES is lower. Kaimal is found to cause higher pitch STD than Mann for the different platforms analysed by Eliassen and

Bachynski14,15 as well. Together with the quasi-static frequency region, the natural frequency of pitch is dominant for the pitch motion

(Figure 13). The trends of pitch PSD at pitch natural frequency are similar to the surge PSD at the surge natural frequency. At 7 m/s, there is rela-

tively low energy levels at the pitch natural frequency due to a large positive thrust gradient which damps the system. The response spectra at this

wind speed are therefore a reflection of the wind spectra, with, for example, a similar trend of Mann and Kaimal.

The differences in coherence between TIMESR, Kaimal, Mann and LES cause the differences in the mooring line DEL. Kaimal and TIMESR,

which have the highest coherence in most situations, cause the highest DEL. In Doubrawa et al.17 they rather found that the mooring line DEL

was larger when using Mann instead of Kaimal. In Eliassen and Bachynski,14,15 the order of Mann and Kaimal was found to be dependent on wind

F IGURE 14 Mooring line tension of the floating wind turbine. Top plots, from left to right: 7, 13 and 18 m/s, all neutral stability conditions.
Bottom plots, from left to right: stable, neutral and unstable stability conditions, all 13 m/s. The vertical lines denoted surge, heave and pitch
show the corresponding natural frequencies for these modes from OpenFAST decay tests. PSD = power spectral densities, N. = neutral

F IGURE 15 Platform yaw motions of the floating wind turbine. Top plots, from left to right: 7, 13 and 18 m/s, all neutral stability conditions.
Bottom plots, from left to right: stable, neutral and unstable stability conditions, all 13 m/s. The vertical lines denoted surge, heave and pitch
show the corresponding natural frequencies for these modes from OpenFAST decay tests. PSD = power spectral densities, N. = neutral
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speed. The mooring line tensions and the corresponding order of Mann and Kaimal depend on the floater and mooring design. Figure 14 shows

that, for the design used in the present study, the surge motions are dominant for all wind speeds. The high DEL of using Kaimal, as seen in the

surge STD, is therefore according to expectations. Relative to the pitch and surge motions, the differences in turbulence level of the wind fields

have less impact on the differences in mooring line tensions. Figure 10 shows that the TIMESR DEL is correspondingly lower.

In contrast to the surge and pitch motions and the mooring line tension, the Mann wind fields cause large yaw STD. This is reflected in the

response spectra of Figure 15, especially at frequencies lower than the pitch natural frequency. Based on the findings of Section 3.1 and Figure 3,

it is clear that the low and negative horizontal coherence of Mann cause these high energy levels. Godvik,16 Putri et al,12 and Eliassen and

Bachynski14,15 also observed a large STD of Mann compared to Kaimal in the yaw motion. Some of the LES wind fields have low horizontal

coherence as well. However, their low turbulence levels dominate the PSD of yaw motions.

The trends across turbulence models are similar in the yaw STD of the floater and the damage equivalent moment of the tower top yaw in

Nybø et al.11 The Mann wind fields cause high yaw response in all situations considered. The same similarities are found between the other

considered responses of the floater (platform surge STD, platform pitch STD and mooring line DEL) and the tower bottom fore-aft bending

moment of the bottom-fixed wind turbine. In most of the situations, TIMESR and Kaimal cause the highest motions and damage relative to Mann.

The LES wind fields cause low overall STD and DEL due to the low turbulence levels.

4 | CONCLUSIONS

This study challenges the applicability of the standard turbulence models, Kaimal and Mann, by studying the wind induced response of a large

floating wind turbine subject to Kaimal, Mann, LES and TIMESR wind fields. More specifically, the surge, pitch and yaw motions of the floater and

corresponding fatigue damage of a mooring line are analysed. For the 15-MW floating wind turbine with spar foundation analysed in this study,

the surge motions are dominant for the mooring line tension.

First, the impact of various wind characteristics on the dynamic response of the floating wind turbine is evaluated. Wind shear is found to

have negligible impact on the platform motions and the mooring line tension considered. As expected, turbulence greatly impacts all considered

platform motions and the mooring line tension over the entire frequency range. A coherent wind field causes higher surge and pitch STD and

mooring line DEL in comparison to a wind field with less coherence over separation distances in the order of the rotor diameter. The yaw STD is

increased when the horizontal coherence becomes low or even negative over such distances.

The differences in floater response of using Mann versus Kaimal wind fields are significant. The turbulence intensities, mean wind speeds,

wind shear and wind spectra are equivalent in the two models. It is rather the differences in coherence between the two that cause the differ-

ences in response. Kaimal, with higher coherence, causes larger surge and pitch STD, and corresponding larger mooring line DEL. Mann, with

lower and even negative horizontal coherence, causes higher STD of the yaw motion. The differences in platform surge, pitch and yaw STD of

using the Kaimal or Mann wind fields are consistent with previous findings.

In contrast to Mann and Kaimal, TIMESR and LES take atmospheric stability into account in the generation of turbulent structures. In the

unstable situation, large and energetic coherent structures are present in these wind fields, causing corresponding high STD of the surge and pitch

motions in comparison to the standard models. In the stable situation, on the other hand, smaller and less energetic eddies present in TIMESR and

LES cause low motion and mooring line response.

Great similarities are found in the response analysis of the floater structure of the present study and the bottom-fixed wind turbine of Nybø

et al.11 The same trends across turbulence models are seen in the surge and pitch motions and the mooring line tension as in the tower bottom

fore-aft bending moment. Similarly, the yaw motion and tower yaw bending moment react equivalently to differences in coherence. However,

the differences across turbulence models are larger for the floater, having natural frequencies in the frequency range where large variations in the

wind fields exist.

Using LES wind fields, generally low motion and mooring line responses are observed relative to the standard models. This is attributed to the

low TI achieved and, in particular, the low energy levels in the low frequency range of the LES wind spectra. It is challenging to tune LES outputs

to observations with limited information on the atmospheric conditions, especially in the neutral situations. LES may create far more realistic wind

fields than simple models such as Kaimal and Mann but may still cause less realistic response if failing to reproduce important wind characteristics

such as TI. The great impact of TI on response shows the importance of measuring turbulence at site and accurately represent TI in the design

process of offshore wind turbines.

TIMESR, using measured wind velocities as input, causes larger motion and mooring line responses than the standard turbulence models in

most of the situations considered. This is partly due to the presence of large scale, low-frequency fluctuations captured by TIMESR. Such

low-frequency phenomena are not modelled in the stationary (standard) turbulence models: Kaimal and Mann. This study clearly demonstrates

that both standard turbulence models are consequently likely to underestimate the surge and pitch response of the floating wind turbine. The

higher coherence estimates obtained by the TIMESR model also lead to higher surge and pitch STD and corresponding higher mooring line DEL.

The TIMESR yaw STD is low compared to the yaw predicted using the standard turbulence models. This is a combined effect of the frequency
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distribution of turbulence and the horizontal coherence. Due to lack of measurements, little is known about the horizontal coherence. This study

demonstrates the need for improved knowledge about the coherence of the wind field. This need increases with the diameter of the rotor.
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